We evaluated the effectiveness of different indicators of cluster virialization using 12 large-scale structures in the ORELSE survey spanning from 0.7 < z < 1.3. We located diffuse X-ray emission from 16 galaxy clusters using Chandra observations. We studied the properties of these clusters and their members, using Chandra data in conjunction with optical and near-IR imaging and spectroscopy. We measured X-ray luminosities and gas temperatures of each cluster, as well as velocity dispersions of their member galaxies. We compared these results to scaling relations derived from virialized clusters, finding significant offsets of up to 3-4σ for some clusters, which could indicate they are disturbed or still forming. We explored if other properties of the clusters correlated with these offsets by performing a set of tests of virialization and substructure on our sample, including Dressler-Schectman tests, power ratios, analyses of the velocity distributions of galaxy populations, and centroiding differences. For comparison to a wide range of studies, we used two sets of tests: ones that did and did not use spectral energy distribution fitting to obtain rest-frame colours, stellar masses, and photometric redshifts of galaxies. Our results indicated that the difference between the stellar mass or light mean-weighted center and the X-ray center, as well as the projected offset of the most-massive/brightest cluster galaxy from other cluster centroids had the strongest correlations with scaling relation offsets, implying they are the most robust indicators of cluster virialization and can be used for this purpose when X-ray data is insufficiently deep for reliable L X and T X measurements.
INTRODUCTION
As the largest gravitationally bound structures in the universe, galaxy clusters are an important cosmological probe. For example, they can be used to test cosmological models by constraining parameters such as σ8 or the dark energy equation of state via cluster abundances or their mass function (Vikhlinin et al. 2009 ; Rozo et al. 2010 ; Allen, Evrard & Mantz 2011). Their distribution is also an important observable for testing models of structure formation and evolution.
It is often important in the study of galaxy clusters to know their mass. However, since most of their mass content is in the form of dark matter, indirect measures are necessary. While weak lensing offers highly reliable mass estimates in the presence of high resolution imaging, they become prohibitively expensive to obtain as redshift increases (see, e.g., von der Linden et al. 2014 ). More indirect proxies are often used, such as gas mass, X-ray luminosity or temperature. Scaling relations between these observables and the cluster mass are then used to estimate the latter parameter, but such relations have considerable scatter (e.g., Pratt et al. 2009 ; Ettori et al. 2012) , and are valid only under certain conditions, such as virialization and hydrodynamic equilibrium.
To obtain accurate parameter estimates using cluster scaling relations, we need to understand how these relations apply to different parameters, their scatter, and to which clusters they can be appropriately applied. In this paper, we will focus on those relations that involve properties of the intra-cluster medium (ICM) gas. In the simplest case, the ICM is heated only gravitationally as it infalls into the cluster. This leads to simple "self-similar" power-law relations between parameters, such as temperature and luminosity (Kaiser 1986 ). However, studies of these relations have shown clusters tend to deviate from these naive relations, implying non-gravitational sources of heating, such as from active galactic nuclei (AGN) (Markevitch 1998; Arnaud & Evrard 1999; Xue & Wu 2000; Vikhlinin et al. 2002) . Such AGN activity can result in substantial deviations from the canonical self-similar scaling relations (e.g., Hilton et al. 2012) , deviations that can vary depending on the location of the AGN with respect to the ICM and the mass of the galaxy hosting the AGN activity (Stott et al. 2012) . Further, such scaling relations assume clusters are relaxed. If a cluster is still in the process of forming, gravitational energy will still be in the process of converting to internal energy, or if it has recently been disturbed by a merger, it will have substantial additional non-gravitational sources of energy. Therefore, such clusters will likely deviate from the scaling relations.
Because of these deviations, the use of scaling relations, such as for mass estimates, will yield inaccurate results for non-virialized clusters (see, e.g., Smith et al. 2003; Arnaud, Pointecouteau & Pratt 2007; Nagai, Vikhlinin & Kravtsov 2007; Mahdavi et al. 2008) . It is therefore important to identify these clusters to avoid bias in mass estimates from fitting to these relations. A number of methods have been used for this purpose, including the two-dimensional, projected X-ray emission distribution (e.g., Jeltema et al. 2005; Allen et al. 2008; Okabe et al. 2010; Mahdavi et al. 2013) , the DresslerShectman test of substructure (e.g., Dressler & Shectman 1988; Halliday et al. 2004) , deviations from Gaussianity in member dynamics (Limousin et al. 2010; Ribeiro, Lopes & Rembold 2013; Haines et al. 2015) , and projected offsets between various peaks such as X-ray, Sunyaev-Zeldovich, and the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) (Mann & Ebeling 2012; Hashimoto, Henry & Boehringer 2014; Rossetti et al. 2016) . However, it is questionable how broadly applicable such methods are and under what circumstances, if any, they fail to identify non-virialized clusters. For instance, it has been shown that certain types of cluster-cluster mergers can leave limited impact on the line-of-sight dynamics of member galaxies, which make them difficult to identify using the degree to which the member line-of-sight velocities depart from Gaussianity (Golovich et al. 2017) . Similarly, viewing angle effects can severely limit the ability of the Dressler-Shectman test and similar tests to detect significant sub-structure when it is present (White, Cohn & Smit 2010) . The lack of a comprehensive study to test the efficacy of these methods over a large range of cluster types and operational definitions limits their general application.
In this paper, we seek to determine which methods of detecting non-virialized structures are most effective. With the Observations of Redshift Evolution in Large-Scale Environments (ORELSE; Lubin et al. 2009 ), we have an extensive multiwavelength dataset with which to do so, including ∼ 50 spectroscopically confirmed member galaxies per cluster, on average. The ORELSE survey is a systematic search for large-scale structures (LSSs) around an original sample of 20 galaxy clusters in a redshift range of 0.6 < z < 1.3, designed to study galaxy properties over a wide range of local and global environments. The survey currently consists of 16 LSSs. These structures consist of several superclusters (defined here as LSSs with three or more member clusters) and merging systems, while some of the initially targeted galaxy clusters are found to be relatively isolated systems. This sample provides a wide range of environments that house both virialized and non-virialized galaxy clusters.
Twelve of the sixteen LSSs in the ORELSE survey have Chandra imaging of sufficient quality to study diffuse X-ray emission, each of which has been described in previous papers (see Rumbaugh et al. 2012 Rumbaugh et al. , 2013 Rumbaugh et al. , 2017 . We combine the X-ray data of these 12 LSSs, which are succinctly summarized in Table 1 , with our extensive optical and nearinfrared (IR) imaging and spectroscopy, as well as spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting, to assemble 10 tests of virialization/substructure and to compare them to three scaling relations between galaxy cluster observables. For our cosmological model, we assume Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and h = H0/70kms −1 M pc −1 . We first describe our observations and data reduction, including SED fitting, in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the various galaxy cluster properties that we measured. This involves carrying out two separate, but parallel, analyses: one using the results of our SED fitting to measure higher order galaxy properties such as rest-frame colour and stellar mass, and one without. The purpose of this parallel analysis is for applicability to a wide range of studies, including those without the requisite imaging depth or panchromatic coverage necessary to perform SED fitting to derive photometric redshifts, rest-frame magnitudes, or stellar masses. We then discuss scaling relations between galaxy cluster observables in Section 4. In Section 5, we analyze the effectiveness of our virialization/substructure tests by measuring their correlations with offsets from the scaling relations. We discuss the results of these correlations and their implications for surveys using galaxy clusters scaling relations in Section 6 as well as make suggestions for optimal observational strategies for future surveys.
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION

Chandra Observations
All X-ray imaging was conducted using the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) of the Chandra X-Ray Observatory. Both the ACIS-I and ACIS-S arrays were used. These have fields of view of 16. 9×16. 9 and 8. 3×50. 6, respectively. In most cases, the ACIS-I field of view is extended through the inclusion of the closest 1-2 ACIS-S chips, and vice versa. Several of the larger structures, SC1324 and SC1604, were imaged with multiple pointings of the array. Characteristics of the individual observations are listed in Table 2 . While we planned observations to have exposure times of approximately 50 ks per pointing per field, we supplemented our sample with publicly available data. These observations were exposed for varying lengths and can be distinguished, in Mpc of the luminosity-weighted spectroscopic member center (see Ascaso et al. 2014 for details). c Spectroscopically confirmed galaxies within the redshift bounds of the LSS. Table 2 , as those with a PI other than Lubin. Note that, though Chandra observations for SG0023 and RXJ1053 are included in Table 2 for completeness, these fields are removed from our analysis due to insufficient counts necessary to reliably measure X-ray luminosity, temperature, or both for the known structures in these fields.
The reduction of the data was conducted using the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observation 4.7 software (CIAO; Fruscione et al. 2006) . We used the Imperial reduction pipeline, which is described in detail in Laird et al. (2009) and Nandra et al. (2015) . For a summary of this reduction process, see Rumbaugh et al. (2017) .
Photometry and Spectroscopy
We have photometric observations of our sample across a wide range of bands, from optical to near-infrared (NIR), typically B/V /R/I/Z/J/K/[3.6]/[4.5], as well as 24µm data which we do not include for this study. This dataset is composed of both our own ORELSE observing campaigns and archival data. This includes data from the Large Format Camera (LFC; Simcoe et al. 2000) on the Palomar 200-inch Hale Telescope, Suprime-Cam on the Subaru Telescope (Miyazaki et al. 2002) , MegaCam and the Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRCam; Puget et al. 2004 ) on the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CHFT), the Wide Field Camera (WFCAM; Hewett et al. 2006) on the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT), and the InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004 ) on the Spitzer Space Telescope. For full details on the reduction of these data see Gal et al. (2008) and Tomczak et al. (2017) . Additionally, SC1604 has imaging from the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) onboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
1 . See Kocevski et al. (2009) for the details of these ACS observations. 1 SG0023, RCS0224, SC0849, RXJ0910, RXJ1053, SC1324, RXJ1716, and RXJ1757 also have archival coverage with varying exposure times and spatial coverages from ACS and the Wide Photometry in the optical through near-IR (B-K bands) are measured in fixed circular apertures on images that are convolved to the seeing of the image with the largest point spread function (PSF). The size of this circular aperture is set to be 1.3x the size of the largest PSF, a choice which tends to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the extracted flux (Whitaker et al. 2011) . The image used to detect sources on which photometric measurements were to be performed varied from field to field but were generally comprised of at least one image whose central filter was redder than the Dn(4000)/Balmer break at the redshift of the LSS in that field. A summary of detection images used along with the worst seeing across all of our ground-based images for all ORELSE fields studied in this paper is presented in Table  3 . For Spitzer/IRAC photometry we use T-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2015) , a software package specifically designed to extract photometry in crowded imaging. Note that all optical through NIR photometry are used in our SED-fitting procedures. The 80% completeness depth for all images of the two fields which were studied here and not included in Tomczak et al. (2017) are given in Table 4 . A full description of the procedure of measuring photometry, estimating image depths, and the 80% completeness depths for images taken on the remainder of the ORELSE fields studied here can be found in Tomczak et al. (2017) .
Our photometric catalog is complemented by extensive spectroscopic data. The bulk of these data are from the Deep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS; Faber et al. 2003) on the Keck II 10m telescope. DEIMOS has a wide field of view (16. 9 × 5. 0), high efficiency, and is able to position over 120 targets per slit mask, ideal for establishing an extensive spectroscopic catalog. We used the 1200 line mm
grating, blazed at 7500Å, and 1 -wide slits for a pixel scale of 0.33Å pixel −1 and a FWHM resolution of ∼ 1.7Å. Central wavelengths varied for each LSS, in the range 7000-8700
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2; Biretta & et al. 2002 ) which we do not include in this study. A, and the approximate spectral coverage was ∼ ±1300Å around these central wavelengths. For an overview of the DEIMOS data used in this study see Lemaux et al. (2012) and Rumbaugh et al. (2017) .
In addition to our own DEIMOS data, SG0023, RXJ0910, SC1604 and RXJ1821 had some spectral redshifts obtained from the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) . See Oke, Postman & Lubin (1998); Gal & Lubin (2004) ; Gioia et al. (2004); Tanaka et al. (2008) for further details on these observations and their reduction. In the SC0849 supercluster we supplemented our DEIMOS observations with a large number of redshifts obtained by a variety of different telescopes and instruments. The bulk of the spectral redshifts of SC0849 member galaxies in the two clusters presented in this paper were obtained with LRIS (Stanford et al. 1997; Rosati et al. 1999; Mei et al. 2006) . These data were complemented by redshifts that were obtained by observations with a combination of the Faint Object Camera and Spectrograph (FOCAS; Kashikawa et al. 2002) on Subaru, the northern version of the Gemini MultiObject Spectrographs (GMOS-N; Hook et al. 2004) , and DEIMOS using the 600 l mm −1 grating, though these observations were primarily aimed at the surrounding large scale structure. Depending on the analysis, 40-45% of the secure spectral redshifts of the member population of the two SC0849 clusters presented in this paper are drawn from these observations, with our own redshifts obtained from DEIMOS making up the remainder. For more details on the observation and reduction of this supplementary SC0849 spectroscopic data see Mei et al. (2012) and references therein. For more details on the DEIMOS spectroscopy taken specifically for ORELSE, its reduction, and the process of measuring redshifts see Lemaux et al. (2017) and Tomczak et al. (2017) and references therein. Only secure spectroscopic redshifts were used in our analysis, meaning those with quality flags of Q = -1, 3, 4 as defined in Gal et al. (2008) and Newman et al. (2013) . To the best of our ability, this scheme was applied equally to our own DEIMOS data and other spectroscopic data incorporated into the analysis in this paper.
Spectral Energy Distribution Fitting
We performed spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting for our sample using our optical to mid-infrared photometry, which we used to estimate the photometric redshifts of galaxies as well as properties such as stellar mass.
To do this fitting, we used the Easy and Accurate z phot from Yale (EAZY; Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi 2008) , which performs an iterative χ 2 fit using Projet d'Etude des GAlaxies par SynthèseÉvolutive (PÉGASE; Fioc & RoccaVolmerange 1997) models, taking the results of our aperture photometry as input. This code outputs a probability density function P (z), a measure of our confidence that the respective source is at a given redshift z. This PDF is modulated by a magnitude prior, designed to mimic the intrinsic redshift distribution for galaxies of given apparent magnitude. We adopted as the photometric redshift z peak , which is obtained by marginalizing over the output P (z), except when an object has multiple significant peaks in its P (z). In this case, the marginalization is constrained to the peak with the largest integrated probability.
To select a pure sample of galaxies, we cut sources that were likely stars, any objects with a S/N < 3 in the detection band, those covered in less than five of the broadband images, ones that were saturated, or with catastrophic SED fits (defined as χ 2 galaxy > 10 from EAZY fits). To determine likely stars, another round of fitting with stellar templates was performed. See Tomczak et al. (2017) for more details.
To derive stellar masses and other galactic properties, we used the Fitting and Assessment of Synthetic Templates (FAST; Kriek et al. 2009 ) code. FAST creates a multidimensional cube of model fluxes from a stellar population synthesis library (SPS). The best fit model is found by fitting each object to every object in this cube and minimizing χ 2 . High quality spectroscopic redshifts were used when available, and z peak from EAZY was used as a redshift prior for all other cases. See Lemaux et al. (2017) and Tomczak et al. (2017) for more details on the SED fitting.
Besides deriving stellar masses, we also use the restframe colours derived from our SED fitting to separate galaxies into star-forming (SF) and quiescent populations. To divide the galaxies into these two categories, we use a two-colour selection technique proposed by Ilbert et al. (2010) . We adopted the rest-frame MNUV − Mr versus Mr − MJ colour-colour diagram separations from Lemaux et al. (2014) . Galaxies at 0.5 < z 1.0 were considered quiescent if they had MNUV − Mr > 2.8(Mr − MJ ) + 1.51 and MNUV − Mr > 3.75, while galaxies at 1.0 < z 1.5 were considered quiescent when MNUV − Mr > 2.8(Mr − MJ ) + 1.36 and MNUV − Mr > 3.6. All other galaxies were classified as star-forming.
CLUSTER PROPERTIES
As discussed in Section 1, we seek to determine the most effective ways to determine the virialization status of galaxy clusters. To accomplish this, we first need to carry out a number of tests of virialization which we will then compare to offsets in the various empirical scaling relations drawn from the literature for our cluster sample presented in Section 4. In this section, we examine the properties of the individual clusters using optical and X-ray imaging and our spectroscopic data. We use these to carry out a number of tests of virialization and substructure on the galaxy clusters, and each cluster property discussed is used as part of one of these tests.
Some of the following tests will use the results of the SED fitting, such as using the separation of galaxies into star-forming and quiescent populations to measure their separate velocity dispersions. This was made possible for this work trough extensive multiwavelength observations and time spent carrying out the fitting. Not all surveys have these resources and instead must rely on measures more closely related to observables, such as the observed optical colour or luminosity, as opposed to model-derived rest-frame colours or stellar mass. Where applicable, we carry out parallel tests: one using the results of our SED fitting, and one without those results.
Weighted Mean Centers
One of the simplest ways of measuring the centroid for a galaxy cluster is to take the weighted mean of the positions 7.5 ± 0.4 1120 ± 100 510 (510) 0.512 ± 0.049 a Includes all spectroscopically confirmed members within a projected distance of 1 Mpc. b Velocity dispersion measured using all spectroscopically confirmed cluster members within 1h
70 Mpc of the X-ray centroid as the initial sample for 3σ clipping. See Section 3.3 for more details. c MMCG (BCG) velocity offsets are measured relative to the velocity center of the galaxy cluster. d Quiescent fraction is corrected for selection effects. See Section 3.4 for details. e We were unable to measure an X-ray temperature for SC1324B with any meaningful precision. Since measuring X-ray luminosities involved using a model based on this X-ray temperature, we were unable to accurately measure a luminosity as well.
of its members. A luminosity or stellar mass-weighted mean center can be useful as a test of virialization when compared to the X-ray centroid or position of the brightest/most massive cluster galaxy. The weighted mean centers are a measure of the position of galaxies within the cluster, so offsets with other centroids can be signs of a disturbed state. There are several ways to calculate these centers, though we only consider two here: weighting by the stellar mass and luminosity. For both measures, we included all galaxies spectroscopically confirmed in the redshift range z ± 3σv, where σv is the galaxy line of sight differential velocity dispersion (see Section 3.3), and within Rproj < 1h −1 70 Mpc of the X-ray center 2 . We would expect that all cluster members would tend to be located within 1h
70 Mpc, and we investigate the impact of varying this radius in Section 5.1.
First, we use the galaxy stellar masses from our SED fitting described in Section 2.3 to measure mass-weighted mean centers (MWMCs), which are given in Table 6 . The coordinates for these MWMCs for each cluster were calculated by:
where αMW M C,j and δMW M C,j are the MWMC right ascension and declination for a given cluster and N is the number of members of that cluster. However, stellar masses are not available in many studies. For comparison to such studies, we also measured luminosity-weighted mean centers (LWMCs). The luminosity weighting should be carried out ideally with a band with rest-frame coverage completely redward of Dn(4000) as such coverage ensures that its flux density correlates well with stellar mass. We used the 'supercolours', defined in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) , which are parameterized rest-frame magnitude estimates using observed magnitudes and redshifts as inputs. They consist of M red and M blue , which are created from the r, i, and z band apparent magnitudes as an approximation of rest-frame magnitudes, and can be thought of as approximating Mu * and MB. The supercolours are easily derived from observed data according to the methodology of Rumbaugh et al. (2017) without intensive model fitting. The supercolour fluxes were defined according to the redshift-dependent formulae:
(2)
where A blue , B blue , A red , B red , and z0 are the free parameters. This parameterization is set up such that f blue = fnu,R and f red = fnu,I at z ∼ 0.65 while f blue = fnu,I and f red = fnu,Z at z ∼ 1.2. For some parts of the analysis f blue and f red are transformed into their absolute magnitude equivalents, M blue and M red , using the relations given in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) . The exact values of the various constants in Equation 3 were determined by fitting the parameterization to minimize the difference with the actual rest-frame colours on a subset of the data with SED fitting, and can be found in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) . These two quantities can be thought of as reliable proxies of the restframe u * − and B−band flux densities of galaxies within the ORELSE redshift range of 0.55 < z < 1.4 for cases where riz imaging is available but full SED fitting is not possible. The accuracy with which these supercolours predict the true (SED-fit) rest-frame u * − and B−band flux densities are discussed in detail in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) . In contrast to Rumbaugh et al. (2017) , here we used the photometry that was measured using the methods of Tomczak et al. (2017) for all clusters to calculated M blue and M red . As such, red-sequence fits in supercolor/magnitude space were re-measured using an identical approach to that of Rumbaugh et al. (2017) . The quantity f red was used for the luminosity weighting for all clusters. The LWMC coordinates for a cluster were then calculated by:
with α, δ, and N having the same meaning as in Equation 1. These centroids are listed in Table 6 .
Most Massive and Brightest Cluster Galaxies
We found both the most massive cluster galaxy (MMCG) and brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) for each cluster in our sample. Examining these galaxies is useful, since a BCG or MMCG with large positional or velocity offset from other centroiding measures can be indicative of a recent clustercluster merger (Bird 1994; Girardi & Biviano 2002) . For the MMCGs, we used the results of our SED fitting, while, for the BCGs, we used the observed luminosities of the galaxies as an alternative to stellar mass, appropriate for comparison with studies that do not have SED fitting available.
MMCGs
We selected as potential MMCGs both galaxies that had secure spectroscopic redshifts and those that did not, but had photometric redshifts derived from our SED fitting described in Section 2.3. We used as our full sample galaxies within a projected distance of Rproj < 1.5Rvir from the X-ray centroids 3 in projection from the X-ray centroid and typically much less (Rproj < 0.25Rvir).. We required spectroscopically confirmed candidates to be within the redshift range z ± 3σv, where σv is the galaxy line-of-sight differential velocity dispersion (see Section 3.3).
As our spectroscopic coverage is not 100% complete in these clusters, it was necessary to supplement the spectroscopic member sample with potential members that had no secure spectral redshift, but did have a photometric redshift consistent with the cluster redshift. The allowed redshift range for potential cluster members with only photometric redshifts was expanded to zmin − σ ∆z/(1+z) (1 + zmin) and zmax + σ ∆z/(1+z) (1 + zmax) to account for the relative lack of precision of z phot measurements, where zmin and zmax refer to the minimum and maximum redshifts of the spectroscopic member redshift range, respectively. Values of σ ∆z/(1+z) were estimated on a field by field basis by fitting a Gaussian to the distribution of (zspec − z phot ) / (1 + zspec) measurements in the range 0.5 < z < 1.2 for all galaxies with a secure spectroscopic redshift (for more details see Tomczak et al. (2017) . The average σ ∆z/(1+z) for all fields is ∼ 0.025, meaning we allow, on average, photometric-redshift members to spread in velocity an additional ∼ ±3500 km s
relative to the spectroscopic members at the mean redshift of our cluster sample. This photometric redshift range is chosen to maximize the product of purity and completeness of member galaxies, as derived from tests using spectroscopically confirmed samples. For all cluster members at z 0.96 we selected as potential MMCGs only those objects with 18.5 i /Ic/I + 24.5, while at z > 0.96, we used z /Z + 24.5 instead. Due to the incompleteness of our spectroscopy, we include only objects with stellar masses of M 10 10 M , as this is roughly the stellar mass limit where our spectroscopic sample is representative of the underlying photometric sample at these redshifts and subject to the magnitude cuts above (see (Shen et al. 2017 ) for more details). Additionally, this limit is comparable to the stellar mass completeness limit of our imaging data for all galaxy types at all redshifts considered in this paper (see Tomczak et al. 2017) .
We then selected the remaining galaxies with the top three stellar masses from our SED fits as the potential MMCG candidates for each cluster. For each MMCG candidate we inspected the SED fit and rejected any candidates with obvious photometric issues or probable stars. The most massive of the remaining MMCG candidates, all of which are spectroscopically confirmed, was then adopted as the MMCG for each cluster.
BCGs
To select BCGs, we used the supercolours described in Section 3.1 and defined in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) , though, as mentioned in §3.1 we now adopted the photometry measured using the methods of Tomczak et al. (2017) as input for all supercolor calculations in order to be consistent with our SED-fitting results. The BCG was chosen as the spectroscopically-confirmed galaxy 4 with the smallest value of M red . The photometry as measured on our ground-based Suprime-Cam or LFC imaging was used in all cases to compute M red and identify the BCG. While our spectroscopy is nearly complete, photometric redshift analysis or careful The acronyms LWM, MWM, BCG, and MMCG stand for, respectively, luminosity-weighted mean, mass-weighted mean, brightest cluster galaxy, and most massive cluster galaxy.
colour/magnitude selection may be necessary in other cases to locate potential BCGs for less complete surveys. Note that only two clusters had BCGs that were not identified as the MMCG. In these two clusters, the average ratio of the stellar masses between the MMCG and the BCG was 2.09 and the difference between the M red of the MMCG and the BCG was small (<0.05 mags). Since many of the clusters in our sample have yet to form a truly dominant galaxy, a small luminosity gap typically exists between the BCG and the next brightest galaxies (see Ascaso et al. 2014 and Rumbaugh et al. 2017) . Further, since M red is an imperfect proxy of stellar mass, a lack of concordance between the identified BCGs and MMCGs is to be expected at some level. Regardless, given the large overlap between the two samples and the fact that both sets of galaxies lie are extremely massive at these redshifts and generally appear on the red sequence, it is likely that both sets of galaxies have had considerable time to interact with the cluster potential. As such, it is likely the spatial and velocity information of both the BCGs identified and not identified as the MMCGs provide some level of information on the virialization state of the cluster regardless of their precise identity.
Velocity Dispersions
Examining the velocity information of galaxy cluster members is useful for tests of virialization and substructure.
Comparing velocity centers and dispersions of subpopulations (e.g., red vs. blue galaxies) provides tests of clusters' dynamical state and substructure (e.g., Zabludoff & Franx 1993) . Before studying subpopulations, we first examine the cluster velocity distributions as wholes and describe our measurement methods. We measure differential line-of-sight galaxy velocity dispersions (hereafter referred to simply as velocity dispersions) following the methods described in Lubin, Oke & Postman Table 1 , we include here all galaxies within 1h −1 70 Mpc of the X-ray center of each detected cluster. Adopting a different centroid for the defining cluster members, e.g., the LWMC, does not significantly affect the calculated velocity dispersions.
To measure the velocity dispersions, we first select an initial redshift range by eye based on the redshift histogram. We perform iterative 3σ clipping, using the biweight scale estimator or gapper as defined in Beers, Flynn & Gebhardt (1990) . The velocity dispersion measurement is given by the final iteration, and uncertainties are estimated using jackknife confidence intervals. Our measurements are presented in Table 5 .
Velocity histograms for each cluster are shown in Figure 1. The total distribution is shown, as well as those of the quiescent and star-forming populations, using hatched histograms. Velocities are given relative to the central redshift of the cluster defined as the mean redshift of all member galaxies. A Gaussian distribution with σ equal to the velocity dispersion of the cluster and a mean value equal to that of the mean redshift of all spectral members is overplotted in each case. Note that these Gaussian distributions are shown for illustrative purposes and do not represent fits to the data. The velocities of the MMCGs and BCGs are shown with full and half arrows, respectively.
Red vs. Blue and Quiescent vs. Star-Forming Galaxy Populations
As stated in the previous subsection, studying the differences between the red and blue galaxy populations of a cluster can provide information on its substructure and dynamical state (e.g., Zabludoff & Franx 1993) . Roughly, the colour of the galaxies, in certain bands, can be seen as a proxy for the current star formation, since bluer galaxies (in rest-frame optical bands) tend to have younger stellar populations. A difference between the velocity dispersions of these populations can be a sign of virialization. Galaxies that have spent more time within a cluster have also had more time to feel the influence of dynamical friction, sending them closer to the core, as well as cluster processes such as ram pressure stripping, meaning they are more likely to have quenched star formation (Balogh et al. 2001 ). Galax- ies which we know are star-forming are more likely to be infalling, residing closer to the cluster outskirts. Therefore, we would expect star-forming populations in virialized clusters to have larger velocity dispersions than the quiescent populations. Either way, this difference in velocity dispersions of subpopulations is supported by Zabludoff & Franx (1993) , who find such differences between early and latetype galaxies, types which correlate well with quiescent and star-forming galaxies, respectively. We can perform this test using our SED fitting results, using the cuts outlined in Section 2.3 to classify galaxies as star-forming or quiescent. In addition, as part of our suite of virialization tests without SED fitting, we rely instead on some combination of the observed galaxy colours. For this latter case, we adopted the M red and M blue 'supercolours' described in Section 3.1 for this purpose. To separate galaxies into red and blue populations, we performed red sequence fits on the member galaxies of the clusters of each LSS in M red versus M red − M blue colour-magnitude space using the methods described in Rumbaugh et al. (2017) . Red galaxies were defined as those above (i.e., redder than) the lower (bluer) edge of the red sequence, and blue galaxies were defined as everything below (bluer) than this edge.
We calculated the velocity dispersions of the red, blue, star-forming, and quiescent populations using the method described in the previous subsection. The various subpopulation velocity dispersions are given in Table 7 , along with the number of galaxies in each population. Using these counts, we can compare the subdivisions of galaxies by observed colour and star formation status derived from SED fits. While the average percentage of star-forming galaxies is 45%, the average percentage of blue galaxies is only 35%, meaning some red galaxies are dusty enough to fall onto the red sequence on a colour-magnitude diagram, but are actually star-forming. Another possible explanation for this discrepancy is that our SED-fitting scheme failed for fainter, redder galaxies resulting in these galaxies being spuriously placed in the star-forming region. However, the median M red and i-band apparent magnitude of red star-forming galaxies is, in fact, brighter by 0.5 mags than the average blue star-forming galaxy, which broadly precludes this possibility. In addition, galaxies classified as red and star forming appear almost exclusively in the area of N U V rJ phase space typically containing dustier galaxies (e.g., below the quiescent region but at Mr − MJ > 1) and have stacked spectral properties which diverge from those of the overall star-forming population (lack of strong emission lines, presence of strong Balmer absorption) which are consistent with those of dusty star-forming galaxies (see, e.g., Lemaux et al. 2014 ). These two lines of evidence essentially rule out the possibility that the classification of such galaxies is spurious. While the star-forming versus quiescent results may more accurately categorize the cluster members, the difference is small enough that observed colour appears to be an acceptable proxy for star formation in the absence of SED fits, assuming the data and redshift range allow an analysis similar to our supercolours. In Figure 1 , we plot the quiescent versus star-forming velocity histograms on top of the full histograms.
In addition to examining the differences in velocity dispersions of subpopulations, we also examine the differences in velocity centers, which can be an indication of substructure (Zabludoff & Franx 1993) . We quantify the velocity centers by using the biweight location estimator defined in Beers, Flynn & Gebhardt (1990) on the blue and red (or quiescent and star-forming) galaxies in each cluster. The estimates of the systemic velocities of each sets of subpopulation were then differenced (red to blue and quiescent to star-forming). To estimate the significance of each of these velocity differences, we performed Monte Carlo simulations in which we randomly assigned the galaxies in each cluster to be red and blue (or quiescent and star-forming), while still preserving the true number of red and blue (or quiescent and star-forming) galaxies. The fraction of trials with a velocity difference larger than the observed difference is given in Table 8 and serves as our estimate of its significance.
Star-Forming and Quiescent Galaxy Fractions
We may expect more virialized galaxy clusters to have more quiescent galaxy populations. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, in a virialized cluster, galaxies tend to have spent more time close to the cluster core, where they are subjected to processes such as ram pressure stripping that can quench star formation. To look for a correlation between quiescence and virialization, as well as our other metrics, we measure the fraction of quiescent galaxies in each cluster, using the results of our SED fitting (see Section 2.3).
We calculated the fraction of quiescent galaxies, f q,comb , for each cluster using the sample of all galaxies with spectroscopic and photometric redshifts, to mitigate any observational bias associated with the former. As discussed in Section 3.2, galaxies with only photometric redshifts were considered as galaxy members when they were within σ ∆z/(1+z) 1 + z max/min of the spectroscopic member redshift range. Uncertainties in f q,comb were derived from Poissonian statistics. fq is given in Table 5 . Note that calculation of fq is only possible with SED fitting, due to contamination of the red sequence by dusty star-forming galaxies and, more importantly, in the absence of photometric redshifts, the fraction of red galaxies is a complex function of the spectroscopic sampling rate, redshift success, and targeting strategy.
Dressler-Shectman Tests of Substructure
As another test of substructure within a galaxy cluster, we use the Dressler-Shectman (D-S) test, defined in Dressler & Shectman (1988) and Halliday et al. (2004) . The D-S test estimates the degree of substructure present in a cluster using both spatial and velocity information, which has has the potential of being predictive in terms of the dynamical state of the cluster. This spatial and velocity information is incorporated into the statistic δ 2 , which is calculated for each individual galaxy based on its ten nearest neighbours:
wherev and σv are the mean velocity and velocity dispersion of the cluster as a whole. When calculating δ 2 for a certain galaxy, v loc and σ loc are the mean velocity and velocity dispersion, respectively, of that galaxy and its ten nearest neighbours (which is the reason for the coefficient of 11 as the first term is set by Nnn+1). Choices other than 
70 Mpc of the X-ray centroid as the initial sample for 3σ clipping. See Section 3.3 for more details. Probabilities that the differences in velocity centers between the red/quiescent and blue/star-forming galaxy populations arose by chance. b ∆ is derived from the DS tests, and P (∆) represents the likelihood that the null hypothesis of zero substructure is true (see Section 3.5). c Lower and upper bounds on P 3 /P 0 and P 4 /P 0 are the inner 68% range of values of these power ratio parameters found in Monte Carlo simulations of Poisson noise based on each cluster's diffuse emission. See Section 3.6 for more details.
ten neighbours have been used in computing the D-S statistic, especially in cases where the parent sample is not much larger than 10 (see, e.g., Pinkney et al. 1996) . However, the choice of 10 here is appropriate as it approximately corresponds to the optimal window size for the typical number of member galaxies in the clusters in our sample (see Silverman 1986) . To measure the level of substructure of a cluster as a whole, Dressler & Shectman (1988) define ∆, which is the sum of the δ statistics of each member galaxy. ∆ has a distribution dependent on the specific set of coordinates and redshifts for the given sample, similar to χ 2 , with the expected value on the order of the number of cluster members.
The results of our D-S tests are given in Table 8 . To estimate the significance of the ∆ values, we performed Monte Carlo simulations using the method of Halliday et al. (2004) and Rumbaugh et al. (2013) . For each trial, we shuffled the velocities, but not the spatial coordinates, of all cluster members, and recalculated ∆. The fraction of trials with ∆ larger than the observed value are also given in Table 8 , as P (∆). This value is our estimate of the likelihood that no substructure exists in the given cluster. We note that this likelihood only speaks to the possibility of substructure and not the virialization state of a given cluster. The relationship between the results of the D-S test to the virialization state will be investigated in Section 5.
Diffuse X-Ray Emission
Examining the X-ray emission from a cluster provides information on the diffuse gas located at its center. A disturbed cluster can have asymmetries in its gas distribution or an offset between the center of the ICM emission and other centroiding measures.
To locate diffuse X-ray emission from the galaxy clusters in our sample, we first removed bright point sources from the Chandra images. The areas containing point source emission were filled in using Poisson distributions to simulate the background, with the background level estimated using an annulus around each object. We then convolved the Chandra images with azimuthally symmetric beta models of the form
We used β = 2/3 and core radii of rc = 180 kpc, which are typical for galaxy clusters (see, e.g., Arnaud & Evrard 1999; Ettori et al. 2004; Maughan et al. 2006; Hicks et al. 2008) . We defined the centroids as the points of local maxima in the smoothed images. In Table 6 , we provide the coordinates of these X-ray centers 5 .
Spatial Profiles
X-ray contours from the smooth Chandra images are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . While the contours appear largely symmetric, this can be quantified using power ratios, as in Buote & Tsai (1995 . The power ratios are basically calculated by evaluating the multipole moments of the surface brightness of the diffuse X-ray emission in a region around the cluster center. They are defined according to:
where x = (r, φ), Σ (x) is the two-dimensional projection of mass density (in our case, we use photon counts per pixel as a proxy), and Rap is a chosen aperture radius inside which the power ratios are evaluated. Note that a perfectly round cluster will have Pm>1=0, so larger values will generally indicate more asymmetry. We measure the power ratios P3/P0 and P4/P0 for each cluster on the unsmoothed images, using Rap = 1h −1 70 Mpc. These quantities for each cluster are given in Table 8 . These two ratios should be most sensitive to asymmetries in the diffuse emission, and provide different 5 Any galaxy group or cluster not listed had diffuse emission which was not measurable at a high enough signal-to-noise ratio to be useful for our full analysis. information on the cluster gas, since odd moments are not sensitive to ellipticity (Jeltema et al. 2005; Donahue et al. 2016) .
To estimate uncertainties for the power ratios, we performed Monte Carlo simulations. Chandra images are very sparse, with either 0 or 1 photon counts in the overwhelming majority of pixels, so we first smoothed the Chandra images using a tophat kernel with a 5 pixel radius to get an estimate of the background level. We then generated a series of random images using Poisson functions based on the background level at each pixel 6 . The upper and lower bounds of the central 68% of the Monte Carlo trials are shown in Table 8 . Most of the power ratio measurements are enclosed by these intervals, meaning our measurements are dominated by Poisson noise. However, there are several clusters with power ratios below this level, which implies their diffuse emission is too symmetric compared to pure noise, meaning they are highly regular in shape.
For use in measuring temperatures and luminosities (see Section 3.6.2), we also measured and modeled the onedimensional radial profiles of the diffuse emission. We first measured the counts in circular annuli around the X-ray centroid. For each cluster, we determined at what radius re the surface brightness reached the background level, which we used later to define the region for extracting spectra and net counts. We then used the counts in the annuli to fit an azimuthally-averaged surface brightness model consisting of a beta model and a constant background:
As in Equation 6, rc is the core radius, and we set β = 2/3. As an additional constraint, we required that the net counts (NC) predicted by the surface brightness model within re match the value we measured. This is equivalent to N C (re) = 2πAr
This reduces the independent parameters in our model to two: rc and SB bkg .
Temperature and Luminosity
To measure the gas temperature of each cluster, we extracted spectra using the CIAO tool specextract. We extracted the spectra inside circular regions centered on the X-ray centroids, using the re values we found in Section 3.6.1 as the radii. A background spectrum was extracted nearby and subtracted. The spectra were fit to a Raymond-Smith thermal plasma model (Raymond & Smith 1977) , with the absorption model of Morrison & McCammon (1983) , which we chose for consistency with previous work. For our models, we fixed Z = 0.3Z , which is commonly used in the literature (Edge & Stewart 1991) . Additionally, variations in the metallicity do not have a large impact on the results. We calculated Galactic neutral hydrogen column densities using the COLDEN tool from the Chandra proposal toolkit, 
SC1324I
Figure 2. Spatial plots of diffuse X-ray emission are shown for each cluster, with different centroids marked. The center of the X-ray emission is marked with an X, the BCG is marked with an open circle, the MMCG is marked with a star, the luminosity-weighted mean center is marked with a plus, and the mass-weighted mean center is marked with a diamond. The dotted line is a circle of radius 0.5 Mpc at the redshift of the cluster, centered on the X-ray emission. The contours are derived from Chandra images of diffuse emission, convolved with a beta model. The background level was subtracted, and the image was divided by the RMS variability (see Section 3.6 for more details). In these units, the contour levels are as follows: RCS0224B -6, 12, 18, 24; SC0849C -4, 8, 12, 16; SC0849D -1.5, 3, 4.5, 6; SC0910A -5, 10, 15, 20, 25; SC0910B -2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5; RXJ1221B -20, 40, 60, 80; SC1324A -4, 8, 12, 16, 19 ; SC1324B -2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5; SC1324I -1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Contour levels were broadly set at 4-5 equally spaced intervals between the background and the peak of the X-ray emission.
which uses the data set of Dickey & Lockman (1990) . We fit the Raymond-Smith models, using the Sherpa tool from the CIAO toolset, in the energy range 0.5-8 keV, using χ 2 statistics. Because of low number counts, spectra were grouped to include a minimum of 20 counts per bin. Our results are shown in Table 5 . Note that we were unable to fit a temperature model to SC1324B with any meaningful precision.
We measured the net photon counts from each cluster using the same extraction and background regions as the spectra. Since the size of these regions varied from cluster to cluster, we normalized these measurements by extrapolating to r500 ≡ 2σv/ [500H (z)]. We carried out the extrapolation using the surface brightness models we fit in Section 3.6.1. We then used the fitted Raymond-Smith models to convert net counts within R500 in the 0.5-2.0 keV range into fluxes in the observer frame in the 0.5/(1 + z)-2.0/(1 + z) keV range. Multiplying these values by 4πD 2 L then converts to the luminosity emitted in the rest frame 0.5-2.0 keV range. The Raymond-Smith models were then used again to extrapolate bolometric luminosities. These values are given in Table 5 . Since we were unable to measure a temperature for SC1324B, we did not have a Raymond-Smith model to use for extrapolating bolometric luminosities. Since we were unable to measure an accurate X-ray temperature or luminosity, this cluster is excluded from analysis in Section 5.
SCALING RELATIONS
If a galaxy cluster were subjected only to gravitational interactions, we would expect certain scaling relations between the temperature and luminosity of the ICM gas. Furthermore, if we are able to effectively remove outliers and select a largely pure and representative member population, these 
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Figure 3. Spatial plots of diffuse X-ray emission are shown for each cluster, with different centroids marked. The center of the X-ray emission is marked with an X, the BCG is marked with an open circle, the MMCG is marked with a star, the luminosity-weighted mean center is marked with a plus, and the mass-weighted mean center is marked with a diamond. The dotted line is a circle of radius 0.5 Mpc at the redshift of the cluster, centered on the X-ray emission. The contours are derived from Chandra images of diffuse emission, convolved with a beta model. The background level was subtracted, and the image was divided by the RMS variability (see Section 3.6 for more details). In these units, the contour levels are as follows: Cl1350C -10, 20, 30, 40; SC1604A -3, 6, 9, 12; SC1604B -2, 4, 6, 7.5; SC1604D -1, 2, 3; RXJ1716A -30, 60, 90, 120; RXJ1757 -7, 14, 21, 28; RXJ1821 -10, 20, 30, 40. relations should also extend to the line of sight differential velocity dispersions of these galaxies. For example, the only source of heating for the gas, in this case, would be the gravitational collapse of the cluster. With photons emitted via bremsstrahlung emission, we would expect the X-ray luminosity to scale with the gas temperature as Lx ∝ T 2 (Kaiser 1986 ). We would also expect the coefficient of proportionally to evolve with redshift as E (z) (Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Nagai 2006) , where
(13) Similarly, we would expect the velocity dispersion of the cluster galaxies to be related to the ICM temperature as σv ∝ T 1/2 , assuming virialization. It would then follow that Lx ∝ σ 4 v . In practice, it has been found that galaxy clusters do not follow these naive scaling relations. Studies at low redshift have found an Lx-T relation closer to Lx ∝ T 3 (Markevitch 1998; Arnaud & Evrard 1999; Xue & Wu 2000; Vikhlinin et al. 2002) . This steeper relation implies an injection of energy from a non-gravitational source, such as AGN. Similarly, low-redshift studies have found that the σv-T and Lxσv relations also deviate from the naive expectations, with higher powers of T and σv, respectively (Xue & Wu 2000; Horner 2001) , with the same implication of energy from nongravitational sources.
In Figure 4 , we have plotted the ICM temperatures, luminosities, and galaxy velocity dispersions against each other. In the first panel, the bolometric luminosities are used, and we have plotted the local scaling relations found by Pratt et al. (2009) , Andersson et al. (2011), and Reichert et al. (2011) . Scaling relations between properties of the galaxy cluster. The top plot shows the relation between the bolometric Xray luminosities and X-ray temperatures of the diffuse gas. Also shown are the scaling relations derived from virialized clusters of Pratt et al. (2009) , Andersson et al. (2011), and Reichert et al. (2011) . In the middle plot, we show the relation between the X-ray gas temperature and the velocity dispersion of the cluster galaxies, along with the scaling relation from Xue & Wu (2000) . In the bottom plot, we show the relation between the bolometric X-ray luminosities and velocity dispersion of the cluster galaxies. Again, we plot the scaling relation from Xue & Wu (2000) . For consistency with Xue & Wu (2000) , the luminosities are extrapolated to infinite radius, rather than R 500 . tive relation using L500, we made the same extrapolation for the Lx-σv relation.
In Table 9 , we have compiled the offsets from the scaling relations for each cluster, normalized by the uncertainties on the measurements 7 . Since there is substantial variation in the Lx-T relations from the literature 8 , as seen in Figure 4 , we recorded offsets relative to both the Reichert et al. (2011) and Andersson et al. (2011) , with the latter in parentheses. The Reichert et al. (2011) relation is derived from a large sample compiled from the literature, with a wide range of redshifts (z < 1.1). The Andersson et al. (2011) sample is derived from a smaller sample, but with a similar redshift range to the ORELSE survey (0.4 < z < 1.1). Because of a relative lack of research into the σv-T and Lx-σv relations, the Xue & Wu (2000) relations are the only ones available to us, and we therefore cannot compare different derived relations in these cases. In addition, we lack the dynamic range necessary to fit meaningful relations ourselves given our sample size.
ANALYSIS OF VIRIALIZATION TESTS AND CORRELATIONS TO SCALING RELATION OFFSETS
We have compiled a set of tests that have resulted in a set of measurements designed to probe the virialization and presence of substructure in galaxy clusters. In addition, we computed the velocity dispersions, X-ray temperatures, and luminosities of all clusters in our sample. Comparing these values to relations between virialized clusters, we would expect offsets from these relations to be correlated with the results of our virialization/substructure tests. By examining the strength of correlations, we can determine which tests have the most power in predicting the virialization of galaxy clusters. We stress that in the analysis that follows we rely completely on the assumption that clusters with small offsets from the adopted empirical scaling relations are near virialized, while those exhibiting large offsets relative to these relations are not. We further stress that the purpose of this exercise is not to definitively determine which ORELSE clusters are in a near virialized (or unrelaxed) state or at what value of a certain metric a cluster can be considered near virialized, but rather to understand which of the measurements 9 described in Section 3 correlate well with scaling relation offsets measured in Section 4 in order to inform observational strategies for general cluster surveys. The first step in the process of this testing is to gather all of our tests of virialization and substructure and to normalize them so that they may properly compared in a common framework. For brevity, we will refer to these normalized measurements as "metrics".
Normalizing Measurements
First, in Section 3.3, we examined the velocities of different populations of galaxies within clusters. We derive two metrics: the difference between the velocity centers of the red/quiescent and blue/star-forming populations, and the differences between their velocity dispersions. For the difference in velocity dispersions, the metric was normalized by dividing the difference by its uncertainty, effectively converting our units to the uncertainty in the velocity dispersion, σ, under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution. For the difference in velocity centers, we calculated the probability that the difference arose by chance, using Monte Carlo simulations where the colours or star-forming statuses of the galaxies were randomly shuffled among the sample in each trial (see Section 3.3.1). This was normalized by assuming a Gaussian distribution as well. P (∆v) is our measure of confidence that ∆v arose by chance, which can be thought of in units of σ. For example, a 32% chance of measuring a velocity center difference at least as high as observed would correspond to σ = 1, and to have a confidence of 3σ, P (∆v) would have to be 0.3%.
Next, we performed the DS tests of substructure in Section 3.5. The test outputs the parameter ∆, whose distribution depends on the specific coordinates and redshifts of the galaxies involved. We used Monte Carlo simulations to obtain a distribution of ∆ values for each cluster. We then calculated P (∆), the chance of measuring a ∆ value at least as high as observed by observing how many Monte Carlo trials had a ∆ value at least that high. We can normalize this metric in the same way we normalized the velocity center differences above: we converted P (∆) to units of σ by assuming a Gaussian distribution. P (∆) is our measure of confidence, so 1σ would correspond to P (∆) = 32%, 2σ would correspond to P (∆) = 4.6%, etc.
We then examined the asymmetry of the diffuse X-ray emission in Section 3.6. To quantify the asymmetry, we measured the power ratios P3/P0 and P4/P0. These measurements were especially noisy, with most of the variation explained by noise. There were, however, some clusters with power ratios lower than would be expected by Poisson noise in the X-ray images. This evidence suggests these are the clusters with the most symmetric ICM emission, which provides some information. We encode this information into a normalized metric by assigning clusters with these especially low power ratios measurements a metric value of -1, while assigning a value of zero to all others. We calculated three different galaxy cluster centroids: the centers of X-ray emission, the MMCGs/BCGs, and weighted centers using luminosities/masses (see Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6). The distances between these measurements are three different measurements of virialization, although only two are independent. They were normalized by dividing the distances by their uncertainties, using errors on the positions.
Two different methods were combined to estimate the uncertainty for the weighted mean centers. In the first method we measured the offset between the LWMCs/MWMCs of each cluster calculated by spec-z members only and those centers calculated from a combination of spec-z members and photo-z members which did not have a secure spectroscopic redshift outside of the cluster bounds (see Section 3.2.1 for details on photo-z membership criteria). This method was used to account for uncertainties related to the incompleteness of our spectroscopic campaign. In the second method we carried out Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the error associated with choosing a specific radius around the X-ray centroid within which to measure the weighted mean centers. In each trial, the radial cut was randomly varied between 0.5 and 1.25 h −1 70 Mpc and 5% of the spectroscopic sample was cut. As an ensemble, variations in the weighted mean centers were found to be < 0.1h
70 Mpc for 84% of trials, for both luminosity and mass weighting. The median value offset value from these simulations (∼0.05h −1 70 Mpc) was added in quadrature with the uncertainties from the first method to estimate the total uncertainty on the weighted mean centers.
Uncertainties on the X-ray centroids were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations performed as follows. For each cluster, we took a cutout of the unsmoothed image around the cluster and measured the surface brightness at each point, smoothing with a tophat kernel because the average counts per pixel was less than 1. For each Monte Carlo trial, we randomized the photon counts for each pixel using a Poisson distribution with the surface brightness as the estimate of the expected value, then re-smoothed the simulated image and located the X-ray center. The distribution of simulated X-ray centers gives us an estimate of the uncertainty on the X-ray centroid.
Compared to the uncertainties on the mean centers and X-ray centroid, the positional uncertainty of the galaxy identified as the MMCG/BCG is negligible. While there is a systematic uncertainty associated with the potential misidentification of the MMCG/BCG, we definitively identify each in all clusters, so such a concern does not apply to this work. The three distances between centroids are therefore normalized by the uncertainties on the weighted mean center and X-ray centroid, adding them in quadrature for the c Difference between between quiescent and star-forming populations for test using SED fitting metrics, and difference between blue and red populations for test without SED fitting. d Distance measure uses MMCG for test using SED fitting metrics, and BCG for test without SED fitting. e Distance measure uses MWMC for test using SED fitting metrics, and LWMC for test without SED fitting. f Since SED fitting was required for estimating the quiescent fraction, it was not used for these linear fits.
distance between these two centroids, and using only the single relevant uncertainty when normalizing the offsets from the MMCG/BCG. The distance between the MMCG/BCG and the cluster center in velocity space also provides information on the virialization of a cluster. The uncertainty on the velocity offset should, in principle, be measured from a combination of the uncertainty on the redshift of the MMCG/BCG, the uncertainty in the systemic velocity, and the uncertainty relating to whether a given velocity is meaningful relative to the random motions in the cluster (i.e., relative to σv). In practice, however, the uncertainty in redshift of the MMCG/BCG is negligible (∼ 10 − 20 km s −1 ) and the uncertainty in the systemic redshift of a given cluster based on bootstrap estimates 10 is also negligible (∼ 100−200 km s −1 ) to the precision necessary for the calculation here. Thus, to normalize this metric we simply divide the velocity offsets by the velocity dispersion of each cluster.
Lastly, we have the quiescent fractions, described in Section 3.4. We may expect more virialized clusters to also have higher quiescent fractions, since their members have spent more time near the cluster core, where process that quench star formation are stronger. However, we do not need to normalize these measurements, since they are already directly comparable between clusters, and we expect them to correlate directly with the degree of virialization.
10 A better way to approach the estimate of this uncertainty would be to use an identical method to what was used to estimate the LWMC/MWMC uncertainties. However, the lack of velocity precision of the photo-z measurements prevents such a method from being used.
Metric Correlations with Scaling Relation Offsets
We may expect each of the normalized metrics described in the previous section to correlate with the offsets from the scaling relations. We can test this by performing linear regression between the metrics and scaling relation offsets.
For each metric, we used the LinearRegression class from scikit-learn to perform ordinary least squares regression with the offsets from each of the scaling relations, performed for both the Andersson et al. (2011) and Reichert et al. (2011) relations in the case of the Lx-T relation, as well as the mean offset from all three scaling relations again using those offsets from the two Lx-T relations separately. To evaluate the goodness of fit, we calculated R 2 for each case. In every case, R 2 was less than 0.37, indicating weak to moderate correlations between individual metrics and both individual and mean offsets from the various scaling relations.
The correlation between the metrics and the scaling relation offsets can be improved by fitting them jointly. In short, we want to find the coefficients such that Σiαimi is a good predictor of the offset from the scaling relations, where the mi are the different metrics and the αi are constant coefficients. We did this using two sets of metrics: one using metrics derived using SED fitting, and one using metrics without using SED fitting, the latter omitting photometric redshifts, rest-frame colours, stellar masses, and quiescent fractions. The rationale here is that the parameters derived from SEDs may be more accurate indicators of certain properties (e.g., the masses derived from SED fits can more accurately locate the MMCG, as opposed to using the luminosities as a proxy for mass with the BCG), but these may not be available for all surveys. Metrics such as LWMCs are much less expensive to calculate, in terms of observation and computation, than MWMCs. So, a set of metrics with metrics derived from SED fitting may provide insights into how parameters correlate with virialization when one has the luxury of accurately and precisely estimating SEDs, while the second set of metrics provides a comparison for when this is not feasible. In addition, we measured offsets from the Lx-T scaling relation using the fitted relations of both Reichert et al. (2011) and Andersson et al. (2011) , and we carry out the analysis using both sets of offsets for comparison. With the parallel analyses using and not using the SED fitting, this makes four separate analyses, as shown in Table 10 .
For each set of metrics, we performed a linear fit and estimated the goodness of fit using R 2 , again using scikitlearn as described above. In this case, the goodness of fit metric is calculated as
The R 2 values are given in the row marked "Total" in Table 10 . The values of R 2 range from 0.33-0.64, a marked improvement over individual fits.
While the joint fits show that a suite of virialization tests can be effective in predicting offsets from scaling relations, we would like to investigate the individual power of the tests. We actually can do so using the joint linear fits. If an individual metric provides meaningful information for predicting scaling relation offsets, removing it from the set of metrics and reevaluating the linear fits without it should reduce the Total R 2 (hereafter simply R 2 ). The larger the decrease in R 2 , the more predictive power that metric provided. The relative sizes of the decreases in R 2 should also tell us the relative importance of the metrics. We carry out this test for each metric described in Section 5.1. The R 2 calculated from the revised fits with one metric removed are given in Table 10 , with the reduction in R 2 in parentheses. The percentage reductions compared to the R 2 are also plotted in Figure 5 . The reductions in R 2 range from almost negligible to more than 0.8 (i.e., over 80%) indicating a wide range of influences from the different metrics. Broadly, the spatial offsets between the various projected centers (MMCG/BCG, WMC, X-ray) as well as the differences in the mean and dispersion of the velocities of red and blue member galaxies and the X-ray power ratio P3/P0 appear to have the most predictive power with regards to the scaling relation offsets of the ORELSE clusters irrespective of the framework of the analysis (i.e., SED fits vs. no SED fits, scaling relation used). Nearly all six of these metrics appear among the top four most important metrics in terms of R 2 reduction in Table 10 in at least one framework and usually more than one. Conversely, the X-ray power ratio P4/P0, the DS tests, and the quiescent fraction appear to have limited predictive power. These three metrics rarely appear among the top four largest reductions in R 2 . While it is possible that surface brightness issues contribute to the limited combined predictive power of the two power ratios, it is unlikely as both P3/P0 and P4/P0 have been shown to be sensitive to sub-structure for clusters of similar masses and redshifts to those of our own sample using similar observational setups (Jeltema et al. 2005 ).
General Predictive Power of Metrics
In the previous section we established that some metrics appear to have more power than others in predicting scaling relation offsets and, by consequence, the virialization state of ORELSE clusters. Though the number of clusters studied here is relatively modest, the sample is selected through a variety of different techniques (see Lubin et al. 2009 ) and, further, spans a large range in dynamical mass (log(Mvir/M ) = 14.4 − 15.1 using the methodology of Lemaux et al. 2012 ). As such, the results derived here should be useful in informing observing strategies for future surveys if, indeed, these results can be extended to the general population of intermediate redshift galaxy clusters. To this end, we attempted to test the robustness of these results to changes in both the sample and the methodology by following the approach in Section 5.2, calculating the reduction in R 2 when removing each metric (hereafter ∆R 2 /R 2 ), for a large suite of conditions. These conditions included different samples, achieved through jackknifing the ORELSE cluster sample, using offsets with respect to all three different scaling relations individually, and changes in the approach used to estimate uncertainties, done through replacing the fiducial velocity dispersion and WMC uncertainties with estimates using a bootstrap approach. In this way we created ∼1000 unique values of ∆R 2 /R 2 for each metric 11 that span an enormous range of combinations of measured quantities (SED fitting vs. no SED fitting), different scaling relations against which to measure offsets, different cluster samples, and different approaches in the way some of the metrics are normalized. Though in the latter case the approach is changed for only two of the metrics, ∆R 2 /R 2 for a given iteration depends on all metrics in that iteration resulting in a unique value being generated for each metric for each iteration. Because of the immense range of conditions these different iterations cover, if certain metrics appear to consistently return higher ∆R 2 /R 2 when removed from the fits across all iterations it is likely these metrics would be useful in predicting the virialization state of clusters for a general cluster survey.
The top panel of Figure 6 shows the distribution of the ranked importance of each metric in terms of ∆R 2 /R 2 for all iterations along with the mode of each distribution. Our convention here is to assign a rank of one to the most important metrics for a given iteration and a rank of nine to the least important 12 . While the distribution of the ranked importance of each metric is broad, spanning from most important to least important in all cases, it is clear from a visual inspection that the distributions are considerably different in shape. In some cases the distribution is skewed towards higher ranks while others appear be generally less highly ranked or have a near uniform distribution. The two metrics that appeared to be consistently the most important were the projected offset between the WMC and X-ray centers and the projected offset between the location of the MMCG/BCG and the WMC. These two metrics appeared in the top three most important metrics 68.8% and 36.5% of the time, respectively. In contrast, the DS test, the quiescent fraction, and the two power ratios appeared to consistently have minimal predictive power, appearing in the top three most important metrics a combined 24.6% of the time. These results are bolstered by the results of KS tests run on the various distributions. According to these tests, the distribution of the ranks of the two most important metrics are the only two metrics which are statistically distinguishable at the >>3σ level from the distributions of all other metrics.
However, to simply rank order the importance of each metric in predicting the virialization state of a given cluster sample is perhaps an overly simplistic approach as it does not consider the magnitude of the reduction in the R 2 for the removal of a given metric for a given iteration. As can be seen in Table 10 , lower ranked metrics, in some cases, still exhibit markedly high ∆R 2 /R 2 values, while, in other cases, the reductions of similarly ranked metrics are essentially negligible. Additionally, there are some cases where a single metric or a few metrics have dominate ∆R 2 /R 2 values and other cases in which the distribution is more egalitarian (see the numbers for the no SED fits vs. the Reichert et al. 2011 relation and the SED fit metrics vs. the Andersson et al. 2011 relation in Table 10 for an example of each, respectively). In order to avoid conflating these cases, we defined a weighted R 2 reduction, (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted , for the ith metric and the jth iteration as:
where n is the number of metrics used for the jth iteration, i.e., 9 or 10 for no SED fit and SED fit cases, respectively, and (∆R 2 /R 2 )1 and (∆R 2 /R 2 )n are the percentage reduction of the first and last most important metric for this iteration. The quantity (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted is designed such that all values are between zero and unity, zero for small reductions relative to the most important metric and unity for a single, dominate metric. Egalitarian cases return a value of 0.5 for all metrics.
The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows the distribution of (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted for all iterations for each metric along with the median value. We plot log(∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted rather than (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted to visually highlight the differences between the various distributions. As was the case for the ranked order distributions, the projected offset between the WMC and X-ray centers as well as the projected offset between the WMC and the MMCG/BCG appear to consistently have the highest values of (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted . These two metrics have the highest median (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted values and appear in the top half of all (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted values a combined 68.0% of the time. Again the quiescent fraction, power ratios, with the possible exception of P3/P0, and DS test values appear to be have generally lower median values and only appear in the top half of the full (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted distribution a combined 40.2% of the time. In other words, the combination of the WMC to MMCG/BCG-WMC Distance and the WMC to X-ray Distance metrics was more predictive of the virialization state of a given cluster sample approximately twice as frequently as any combination of two of metrics with generally lower predictive power (i.e., the quiescent fraction, power ratios, and DS tests), and their median (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted is nearly four times times higher. Taken alone, the WMC to X-ray Distance is unequivocally the most important of all metrics, with a median (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted that is more than twice that of any other metric and is nearly an order of magnitude more predictive on average than the lowest rank metric (DS test).
Also mirroring the results on ranked importance, KS tests on the (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted distributions of the two most important metrics find them statistically distinguishable from those of every other metric at the >>3σ. In order of importance the remaining metrics are: the projected offset between the BCG/MMCG and the X-ray center (falling 53.3% of the time in the top half of the (∆R 2 /R 2 ) weighted distribution), the offset in the velocity center of red and blue member galaxies (51.3%), the offset between the MMCG/BCG velocity and the systemic velocity of its parent cluster (50.1%), and the velocity dispersion offset between red and blue member galaxies (43.8%). While the gradations in importance might seem small between the various metrics, the fact that we have tested a huge variety of circumstances and seen some metrics clearly maintain predictive power and some consistently lack predictive power is telling. In the next section we summarize these results and suggest observing strategies for different types of surveys based on these results.
DISCUSSION
As part of the ORELSE survey, we searched for diffuse Xray emission in 12 LSSs, finding emission from a total of 16 galaxy clusters. In Section 3, we studied the properties of these galaxy clusters, and performed a number of tests of virialization and substructure on them, using a separate set of tests that both did and did not use SED fitting, to allow generalization to a wide range of studies and observational datasets. These galaxy cluster properties and tests are given in Tables 5, 6 , 7, and 8.
We would expect virialized clusters to follow relations between properties such as the temperature and luminosity of their diffuse gas, as well as the velocity dispersions of their galaxies, such as those plotted in Figure 4 . We would expect a galaxy cluster that is still in the process of forming, or that has been recently disrupted by an interaction such as a merger, to be offset from these relations. We find varying degrees of offset from the scaling relations, as shown in Table 9 , which we take to indicate that our sample includes both near virialized and non-virialized clusters. Note that, because a wide range of Lx-T relations exist in the literature, we evaluate the offsets from two different Lx-T relations: Reichert et al. (2011) and Andersson et al. (2011) . For the purposes of the analysis presented in this paper, we adopt offsets from the various scaling relations as our proxy for the degree of virialization of a given cluster, with smaller offsets implying a higher level of virialization.
As discussed in Section 5.2, these offsets from the scaling relation should then correlate, to varying degrees, with the virialization and substructure tests we performed. However, correlation between individual metrics and both the offsets from individual scaling relations and the mean offset from all scaling relations were relatively weak, meaning any individual test is, by itself, insufficient as a predictor of virialization. When all metrics given in Table 10 were combined for a linear fit to the mean scaling relation offset, the correlation was relatively strong (R 2 ranged from ∼ 0.33−0.64). Performing every test may be prohibitively expensive, however, involving potentially years of both observation and effort over a wide range of wavelengths, as was the case for the ORELSE survey.
It is useful, then, to determine which metrics have the most predictive power when it comes to testing cluster virialization and substructure, using scaling relation offsets as a proxy. Rather than using linear fits of individual metrics to the scaling relations, we used the joint fits, as described in Section 5.2. By removing one metric from our set and re-performing the linear fit to the scaling relation offsets, we can evaluate how informative that metric was through the corresponding drop in R 2 after excising it. The results of this exercise are shown in Table 10 , with different results for the set of metrics that do and do not use SED fitting, and for offsets from the Reichert et al. (2011 ) versus Andersson et al. (2011 Lx-T relations. This line of analysis was expanded on in Section 5.3 to incorporate a variety of different sub-samples, different scaling relation offsets, and different metric normalization methods. In both our original sample and approach and in the expanded analysis we found some metrics to be consistently predictive, such as the projected offset between the WMC and X-ray centers and the projected offset between the WMC and the MMCG/BCG, and others, such as the X-ray power ratios, the quiescent fraction, and the DS test, appear to generally have consistently limited predictive power. As discussed in Section 5.3 these results should help to inform data-gathering strategies for classifying galaxy clusters as relaxed or disturbed in future optical/NIR or X-ray surveys. We take here each in turn.
The case of optical/NIR surveys where accompanying X-ray data is limited is perhaps where the results of this analysis are most valuable as no information on the virialization state of clusters from deviations in Lx-T space are available. In such cases, the primary predictive metric, the projected offset between the WMC and the X-ray center is not available. However, performing enough spectroscopy to unambiguously confirm the MMCG/BCG and to estimate both the WMC and the systemic velocity of the cluster allows for the estimation of two metrics with higher predictive power (MMCG/BCG to WMC Dist. and MMCG/BCG Vel. Off.). From tests on the member populations of the ORELSE clusters, the WMC and systemic velocity can be determined at high precision ( 50 kpc and 100 km s −1 , respectively) from limited spectroscopy which focuses on the most massive/luminous members. However, we note that metrics which rely on a single galaxy, i.e., the MMCG/BCG, are subject to serious uncertainty when spectroscopy is limited, too narrow in its selection (e.g., brightness or color range, spatial coverage), or not well-informed by imaging data. Under these circumstances the true MMCG/BCG can easily escape spectroscopic detection resulting in potentially catastrophic consequences. If further spectroscopy is performed and if the optical/NIR imaging allows for the calculation of photo-zs to mitigate the number of bluer interlopers, such spectroscopy should focus on equally targeting blue and red photo-z member galaxies. Adopting this strategy would allow for the calculation of the velocity center and dispersion offsets between the two populations, both of which are moderate predictors of virialization. The former is considerably easier to obtain as it is, at least in our cluster sample, more robust to changes in sample size and outliers and can be estimated with high precision with a small number of galaxies. The quiescent fraction and results from DS tests both require extensive spectroscopy to meaningfully constrain and appear to have the least predictive power of all optical metrics. The most powerful leverage, however, comes if shallow X-ray observations are added onto the optical/NIR data. These observations need not be deep enough to measure LX or TX , but just deep enough to obtain a centroid of the diffuse ICM emission. Under this scenario, the projected distance between the WMC and the X-ray center, by far the most predictive metric, can be measured and used in conjunction with information on the MMCG/BCG to estimate the level of virialization with a high level of reliability.
The case of large-scale X-ray surveys with limited or shallow accompanying optical/NIR imaging is one of limited applicability to both present and future cluster surveys. However, while deep, multi-band optical/NIR imaging, if it does not already exist, should become available for the vast majority of X-ray detected clusters over the course of the next decade, spectroscopic followup will likely not be as readily available. In such cases it is worth considering what populations are most valuable to target spectroscopically in order to most efficiently and reliably constrain the virialization state of the cluster. While, in principle, offsets relative to fiducial Lx-T relations can be used for such clusters, we note that deep X-ray imaging is required to meaningfully estimate an X-ray temperature for z ∼ 1 clusters and, as shown in Table 9 , clusters which show unremarkable Lx-T offsets can sometimes exhibit severe offsets in the other scaling relations. The primary goal of any spectroscopic followup should, again, be aimed at unambiguously confirming the MMCG/BCG as well as the most massive/luminous member galaxies. With this, four of the most important metrics, the projected offsets between the MMCG/BCG, the WMCs, and the X-ray centers as well as the velocity offset between the MMCG/BCG and the systemic velocity can be calculated to a high level of precision. Again, any additional spectroscopy should focus on splitting spectroscopic targets between blue and red galaxies, with the primary aim being to calculate the offsets between the mean velocities of the two sub-samples. It is important to note this strategy only requires knowledge of the center of the resolved X-ray emission, which means that even shallow X-ray data along with limited, intelligently-targeted spectroscopy would suffice to place strong constraints on the virialization state of a cluster. While deep X-ray data can be leveraged for other purposes, e.g., to determine the total mass of a cluster under certain assumptions, our results suggest that obtaining deeper X-ray imaging for the purposes of determining the X-ray luminosity/temperature of the ICM or to calculate meaningful power ratios, is, at least for the purposes of estimating the virialization state of a cluster, far too expensive for the minimal gain it provides.
